Dockmaster® Marina Power Pedestal
---

DOCKMASTER® MARINA POWER PEDESTAL
ITEM NO. 12-005
Also available 48” tall.
Standard Features:
UNITIZED SERVICE PANEL
Panel is pre-configured to accept electrical components,
telephone, cable TV and lighting options.
Electrical Rating: 100 to 200 amps maximum. For use with
120/240 volt, 1 phase, 3W plus ground. (120/208 volt, 3
phase, 4W plus ground optional).
Circuit Breakers: Each receptacle is protected by an ambient
compensated thermal magnetic circuit breaker. Ground fault
circuit breakers are also available.
WEATHER RESISTANT
VALOX® thermoplastic enclosure and internal components
are corrosion resistant. The cover helps protect cords and
plugs while maintaining a neat, clean appearance. Utilizes a
full-length stainless steel piano hinge for maximum durability.
PRISMATIC LENS
On units equipped with lighting options, the lens effectively
eliminates glare and directs the light downward and outward
for maximum dock illumination.
DRESS PANEL
Completes the reverse side of all single service pedestals.
OVERSIZE ACCESS PANEL
Facilitates easy installation and upgrading. Includes two
viewing ports for quick meter readings.

Options:
DOUBLE SIDED SERVICE
Allows two slips to be serviced from the same pedestal.
Service panels may be identical or individually tailored.
WATER SERVICE
¾” hose bibs standard, also adaptable for other plumbing
systems. Available with backflow preventors.
CORD & HOSE CADDIES
Keeps dock area uncluttered for greater safety and better
appearance. Stainless steel construction.
ELECTRICAL METERING
Individual slip metering is available with electronic watthour
meters. Electronic meters offer remote reading capability.
(See pedestal models for meter combinations).
TELEPHONE AND CABLE TV
Industry standard jacks are provided for direct connection.
FLOURESCENT LIGHTING
7 watt fluorescent lamps are available for all service and dress
panels. Light circuit is protected by an in-line fuse.
LIGHTING CONTROL
Photoelectric sensor turns lights on at dusk, off at dawn.
When ordering a Photoelectric sensor a circuit breaker is
provided for a complete internally wired light circuit.

BASE MODULE with Loop Feed Terminal Bar
Easy to wire terminal lugs accept up to 350MCM (standard)
cable. Bar allows loop wiring of pedestals, eliminating
expensive splicing. Provides complete isolation of electrical,
water, telephone and cable TV connections for maximum
safety.
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